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	 To me, the natural world is one in peril--a delicate thing at our mercy–and it is also one of beauty–a work of art that I only rarely examine. I know little about my family history; my last grandparent died when I was five years old, leaving me with nothing more than vague memories of a hospital (not exactly the great outdoors) and my parents rarely talk about their ancestry. My parents, however, did play a key role in the development of my view of the natural world. My mother, born and raised in Los Angeles, while she spends little time in the wild (her main physical activity takes place in an indoor swimming pool), recycles religiously–likely more due to ideals than to any connection with the environment. She was excellent at telling horror stories about landfills and bird extinction, and she successfully scared my brothers and myself to be mindful lest we contribute to the Earth's imminent destruction with our negligence. My father, on the other hand, is genuinely in love with nature: his favorite color is green, “because of trees.” He hails from a woody village in northwest Germany, and his agenda every weekend of my childhood included hiking around nearby Tilden Regional Park. He instilled admiration for nature's beauty in me, and I always wanted to accompany him, but long walks were never my forte. Born with a club foot and hemophilia, a half hour of walking would leave me in pain and I'd flag. Excursions metamorphosed quickly from a desire to a chore, and they grew scarcer on the list of my activities. Nature became something to admire from afar–in photographs, from a window–because spending time in it was so unpleasant. Most important to forming my view of the natural world, then, are my mother's obsession with recycling and the walks I wish I could have enjoyed with my father. 

